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Glossary of terms 
 

• Sync – if a pupil, teacher, class or year group is ‘synced’ we mean that the relevant 
record in your school MIS has been linked with the existing record in Hodder 
Education Group’s Admin Hub. If the record is ‘In sync’, any changes made to the 
record in your MIS will also be written to the record in your Admin Hub. The MIS is 
always the ‘master’ record. 

• Import – refers to the process of writing data (e.g. a new teacher or pupil) from your 
MIS to Admin Hub. 

• Hodder Education Admin Hub - the user database and administration area for all 
Hodder Education sites. 

• Assembly – a service that helps you integrate your school systems 

• MIS – your school’s Management Information System 

Checklist of key steps to follow before attempting to sync with your 
MIS 
 

1) Ensure that you are the MARK Access Co-ordinator for your centre. Only the Access 
Co-ordinator has the required permissions to set up the connection with Assembly. If 
you are not the Access Co-ordinator, you can find out who holds this role for your 
centre by logging in to MARK, and hovering over your account dropdown at the top 
right: 
 

  
If you are not the Access Co-ordinator for your school, you may need to contact the RS 
Assessment customer support team on 0203 122 6006 or at 
onlinesupport@rsassessment.com  

2) Ensure that your school has an Assembly account. If you do not have an Assembly 
account you will need to enter the invite code: "letsassemble2018" when you sign 
up at https://dashboard.assembly.education/sign_up. 

 If you need any assistance with this process contact the Assembly team here: 
help@assembly.education or call 0203 897 2888. 
3) Review the data you currently hold within MARK. Are there any duplicates of 

users? If so, these should be deleted (please contact our support team for help with 
this).  
Are your class names up to date?  
Are your pupils in the correct year group? If they are not, you may need to promote 
them.  

mailto:onlinesupport@rsassessment.com
https://dashboard.assembly.education/sign_up
mailto:help@assembly.education
mailto:onlinesupport@rsassessment.com
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By reviewing your current data first, this will help to pre-empt any issues that you 
may encounter when you sync your users. 

 

Accessing the Hodder Education Group Admin Hub 
 
To connect MARK to your MIS via Assembly, you will need to access Hodder Education’s 
Admin Hub.  
 
 
The Hodder Education Admin Hub can be accessed via the following link: 
 
https://passport.hoddereducation.co.uk/admin 
 
On the log in screen, please enter your Access Co-ordinator username and password. Your 
centre ID is not required. 
 

 
Once you have logged in, please select ‘Manage Admin Hub’:  
 

 
If your centre has access to more than one Hodder Education service, you will be asked to 
select which one you would like to administrate. Please select ‘MARK’. 

https://passport.hoddereducation.co.uk/admin
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GDPR Compliance 
We are aware that it is important for schools to know what data is being sent and stored. 
When setting up your connection with Assembly you will be asked to authorise access to 
your MIS. The data that is stored by Assembly and by MARK to enable this connection are 
listed below: 
 

Student Student 

Admin Hub Assembly 

UPN UPN 

MIS ID MIS ID 

First name First name 

Middle name Middle name 

Last name Second name 

DOB DOB 

Username Does not exist 

Password Does not exist 

Site access Does not exist 

Gender Gender 

Pupil premium Pupil premium 

Intake year Does not exist 

Does not exist Year code 

Home language Does not exist 

 
For further details on data in MARK please refer to our Privacy Policy. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

https://www.hoddereducation.co.uk/privacynotice
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Setting up a connection with Assembly 
 

 
 
To set-up a connection with Assembly, first select the ‘School’ tab in the Hodder Education 
Group’s Admin Hub, then select the sub-tab ‘MIS data sync’. 
 
Beneath the Assembly logo, select ‘Authorise’. 
 
You will then be redirected to the Assembly site where you will be prompted to log in to 
your Assembly account.  
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Once logged in, you must authorise the Hodder Education Group’s Admin Hub application to 
access your MIS data via Assembly. The screen below lists all the mandatory data that is 
required to set up the connection under the heading ‘Required Scopes’. 
 
 
 

 
If you would like to pass test data from MARK to Assembly, you will also need to tick ‘upload 
assessment data’ beneath the ‘Optional scopes’ heading. You must also agree to this in the 
Hodder Education Group Admin Hub, see the ‘Sharing test data with Assembly’ section later 
in this document. 
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Once you select ‘Authorise app’ you will be taken back to the Hodder Education Group’s 
Admin Hub, with the connection to Assembly now established. 
 

 
 
To begin syncing your Assembly data with your Admin Hub, select ‘Start sync’. 
 
 

Deauthorising a connection with Assembly 
 
Should you wish to deauthorise your connection with Assembly, selecting ‘Deauthorise’ 
within the Authorisation screen of Admin Hub will disable all syncing of users.  
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You will also need to log in to your Assembly account, select the ‘Hodder Education Group 
Admin Hub’ application, and select ‘Do not authorise’. 

Data sharing preferences 
 
The data sharing preferences button allows you to manage the assessment data that you 
choose to share with Assembly. For further information please see Sharing test data with 
Assembly.  
 

Syncing Teachers 
 

 
 
In the Teachers panel you can choose the staff members you’d like to import to Hodder 
Education Group’s Admin Hub, and if you already have data in Admin Hub match them with 
any who already exist. Following the instructions below to import new teachers, match 
existing users and add email addresses. 
 
Please note that it may take up to a minute for Admin Hub to generate the full list of all 
teachers in your MIS. As all staff members will be shown, this may include non-teachers, or 
teachers that do not require access to MARK. 
 
Import new teachers 
Use the column on the right to tick staff members you’d like to import. The button at the 
bottom, Untick all, will tick or untick all new teachers. As there will likely be a high number 
of teachers that do not require MARK access, all teachers are deselected by default.  
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Sync existing teachers 
You may already have Teachers in Hodder Education Group’s Admin Hub, either because 
you use MARK, or another Rising Stars, Galore Park or Hodder Education online product. 
The system will automatically match any accounts already in the Admin Hub which are 
identical to ones in your MIS but may not be able to match teachers if there are any spelling 
discrepancies. Teachers who have left the school may already still exist in the Admin Hub 
database, we would recommend removing these accounts first before beginning the sync 
process (see  Checklist of key steps to follow before attempting to sync with your MIS).  
 
Teachers are listed in the order that they should be reviewed: 
 
Not matched 
These are teachers that exist in your Hodder Education Group’s Admin Hub but have no 
clear match in your MIS.  

  
To match a user with this status to an account in your MIS, select the row and then select 
‘Match’. 
 
This will open a window that will allow you to search for and select a user from your MIS to 
match with. 
 
 Select the 
appropriate user 
from the list and then 
select ‘Match’.  
 
If there are is a large 
list of unmatched 
users, you can enter a 
partial name in to the 
‘Filter’ box, which will 
look for users of that 
name within the list. 
Note that you will 
likely have a long list 
of unmatched users if 
there are a high 
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number of teachers who have left the school but have not been deleted from the Admin 
Hub database. 
 
You can undo a teacher matched in error by clicking on the row and selecting ‘Unmatch’. 
 

 
 
 
 
New  
These are teachers from your MIS with no clear match in 
your Hodder Education Group’s Admin Hub. Unless you 
choose to match these teachers with an account in the Admin Hub, they will be imported as 
new users. You should check very carefully that there is no match with an existing teacher 
profile in Admin Hub to avoid any duplicate teachers being imported.  
 
 
May match 
Please examine any teacher listed with a status of May match – 
these have been identified by the system as matching because they 
are a very close match – if the match is incorrect, select the teacher and then select the 
‘Unmatch’ button, otherwise these accounts will be matched.  
 
Matched 
These are teachers that the system has been able to match with 
reasonable certainty. We would still recommend a review of these 
accounts to ensure no errors have been made. 
 
Email addresses 
Every teacher logs into our sites using their email address and sets their own password via a 
link that is sent by email – so everyone needs a valid address.  If you have matched a 
teacher with existing account in your Admin Hub, then an email address will already exist. 
For newly imported teachers from your MIS, a valid email address must be specified.  
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You can use the Batch create email addresses button to auto-generate email addresses for 
any new teachers you are importing according to your school’s email format. 
 

 
Please note that if you need to change a user’s email address after completion of the initial 
sync, this should be done via the Admin Hub ‘Teacher’s tab. This is the only field that can be 
amended via Admin Hub for users in a ‘Synced’ state, all other data can only be amended in 
your MIS. 
 
Save and sync 
When you select Save and sync teachers, all new teachers will be imported into the Hodder 
Education Group Admin Hub or matched with their existing equivalents. All new teachers 
will be sent a welcome email allowing them to set a password. 
 
Please refer to the Hodder Education Group Privacy Notice for information regarding how 
teacher email addresses will be used. 
 
Unmatching teacher accounts after the initial import has been completed 
 

 

https://www.hoddereducation.co.uk/privacynotice
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If following the initial matching and import of teacher accounts you find that a mistake has 
been made, you can undo the matching process using the following steps: 

1. Return to the MIS data sync tab within the Admin Hub 
2. Navigate to the Teachers panel 
3. Select the user with the incorrect match and select the ‘Unmatch’ button 
4. Once unmatched, you will now see the user in both the ‘Existing Admin Hub’ column 

with their original user data restored (if it has been overwritten) with a status of 
‘Unmatched’, and in the ‘Your MIS’ column with a status of ‘New’ 

Syncing Year Group Names 
 
 

 
The next step is to set up your school’s year group names. 
 
TIP! ensure your MIS is up to date for the current academic year before beginning this 
process. 
 
In this panel we’re matching any year group names which are already in your Hodder 
Education Group Admin Hub with their equivalents in your MIS.  If there are any differences, 
the names from the MIS will supersede any Hodder Education Group Admin Hub ones. If 
you have the year group ‘Nursery’ included in your MIS, this will be excluded from the 
process. 
 
Set academic year start date 
First, use the dropdown to tell us whether the pupils in your MIS started their school year 
this year, or last year. This sets the intake groups of each year group in your school – you’ll 
see the years in the Current intake group (cohort) column update – and helps us ensure 
we’re syncing the right pupils.  
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Pupils remain in the same cohort throughout their school career.  The cohort label allows 
you to generate reports which compare performance of a current year group with that of 
older pupils when they were the same age. 
 
 
 
Decide which years groups to sync 
Untick any year groups you’re not interested in setting up in MARK.  You can’t untick any 
year groups which already exist in the Hodder Education Group Admin Hub – this process 
only adds data; it does not delete it. 

 

Syncing class names 
 
 

 
 
In this panel you can choose the classes in your MIS which you’d like to set up in your 
Hodder Education Group Admin Hub. 
 
Mixed-intake classes 
For schools who have mixed-intake classes in MARK already please read the FAQs at the end 
of this document before proceeding. 
 
Match class names 
The system automatically matches any classes whose names are the same in both your 
Hodder Education Group Admin Hub and your MIS.  Match any which have not been 
matched by the system, or you may end up with duplicates.  Select the MIS class name in 
the second column and choose the appropriate Year group.  Adding a description to the 
class may help you identify it later. 
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Decide which class names to sync now 
Untick any classes you’re not interested in syncing with your Hodder Education Group 
Admin Hub.  You can return to this screen later if necessary. 
 
 

Syncing pupils 
 
 

 
 
Decide which pupils to sync 
In this panel, filter the year groups or classes you’re interested in importing or select all 
pupils. Only the MIS pupils from your selection will be shown in the following panel, 
where you will review them individually. This function does not filter the list of pupils 
existing in your Hodder Education Group Admin Hub, all will be available to match in the 
next panel. Please note that once you select the ‘Proceed’ button, it may take a minute or 
two for the full list of pupils to be loaded for the next screen, particularly if you have 
selected to view all pupils.  
 
TIP! You can return to this panel to import additional year groups or classes later – so you 
might prefer to choose only a few classes or a single year group at a time here, to make the 
list of individuals you’ll be reviewing in the next panel more manageable.  If possible 
however, we would recommend reviewing all the pupils in one go. 
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In this panel you can choose the pupils you’d like to sync from your MIS with the Hodder 
Education Group Admin Hub and match any who already exist there.  
 
Import new pupils 
Use the column on the right to tick pupils you’d like to import from your MIS.  The button at 
the bottom, Deselect all, will tick or untick all newly matched pupils and any pupils that will 
imported as new.  
 
The system will automatically match any accounts already in the Hodder Education Group 
Admin Hub which are identical to ones in your MIS but may not be able to match pupils if 
there are any spelling discrepancies. Each pupil will be given a matching status as below:  
 
Not matched 
These are pupils that exist in your Hodder Education Group’s 
Admin Hub but have no clear match in your MIS.  

 
To match a pupil with this status to an account in your MIS, select the row and then select 
‘Match’. 
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This will open a window that will allow you to search for and select a pupil from your MIS to 
match with. 
 

 
 
Select the appropriate pupil from the list and then select ‘Match’. 
 
If there are is a large list of unmatched users, you can enter a partial name in to the ‘Filter’ 
box, which will look for users of that name within the list. Note that you will likely have a 
long list of unmatched users if there are a high number of teachers who have left the school 
but have not been deleted from the Admin Hub database. 
 
New  
These are pupils from your MIS with no clear match in your 
Hodder Education Group’s Admin Hub. Unless you choose to 
match these pupils with an account in the Admin Hub, they will be imported as new pupils. 
You should check very carefully that there is no match with an existing pupil profile in 
Admin Hub to avoid any duplicate pupils being imported.  
 
 
May match 
Please examine any pupil listed with a status of May match – these 
have been identified by the system as matching because they are a 
very close match – if the match is incorrect, select the pupil and then select the ‘Unmatch’ 
button, otherwise these accounts will be matched.  
 
Matched 
These are pupils that the system has been able to match with 
reasonable certainty. We would still recommend a review of these 
accounts to ensure no errors have been made. 
 
Unmatching 
You can undo a pupil matched in error by clicking on the row and selecting ‘Unmatch’. 
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Data precedence 
Your MIS takes precedence over the Admin Hub when syncing.  Names, classes and dates of 
birth which will be overwritten are shown struck out in the Existing Hodder Education Group 
Admin Hub side of the screen.  
 
Backup 
A backup of the accounts as they currently exist in the Hodder Education Group Admin Hub 
is taken before the sync begins, so that when you undo a matched account to correct a 
mistake, the original data can be automatically restored. 
 
 

Sharing test data with Assembly 
 

 
 
Once you have imported your pupils, you will be directed to the Finish panel. 
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Select ‘Data sharing preferences’ to review the pupil test data from MARK that you have 
chosen to share with Assembly. To ensure that historical data reporting is available in 
Assembly for review you must ensure that the ‘Share historical data’ box is ticked.  If you no 
longer wish to share this data, you can de-tick ‘Share all available data’ here. You must also 
agree to share test data as an optional scope on the Assembly site, see Starting a connection 
with Assembly at the start of this document. 
 

 
 
If test data sharing is enabled, every time a synced pupil has a paper marked, their test data 
will immediately be sent to Assembly. 
 

Reviewing synced users 
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Once teachers and pupils are synced with your MIS, when viewed within the Teachers or 
Pupils tabs of your user management area, you will see a user’s sync status displayed in the 
‘Synced’ column. 
 
Users with a grey ‘Synced icon’ are synced with your MIS and therefore cannot 
be edited from within MARK or the Hodder Education Group Admin Hub. 
 
Users with an Out of Sync icon were previously synced but are no longer. 
 
Users without an icon exist in the Hodder Education Group Admin Hub but have no 
connection with a user in your MIS and therefore are not automatically updated. These 
users can only be edited from within MARK (or other online services from Galore Park, 
Rising Stars and Hodder Education) via the Hodder Education Group Admin Hub. 
 
TIP! We would recommend performing a final check of your pupils and classes with the 
MARK site itself, to ensure that all is as expected. 
 

Automated user sync process 
If new pupils are added to your MIS and are from classes that are already synced with your 
Hodder Education Group Admin Hub, then they will be automatically imported. This is a 
nightly process which checks for any changes that have happened during the day and 
updates the Hodder Education Group Admin Hub as appropriate.  
 
If a new teacher is added to your MIS, you will need to revisit the MIS Data sync tab and 
manually import them, this will then trigger an email to the new teacher prompting them to 
verify their email address and set a password. 
 

Start of the new school year? 
If you are already connected you will need to run through the panels in the Admin Hub once 
more to update to the new term details and ensure the product functions as expected. 

1. When the new academic year starts, you can continue to use MARK and data will be 
passed back to Assembly, but pupils will be in the wrong class and year group 

2. To fix this, go back the sync screens and go through each stage once more, being 
sure to import any new classes 

3. Once done, all previously synced pupils will be updated to the new class and year 
group. 

Frequently asked questions 
 

If my school has mixed-year classes, which have been set up as separate classes in MARK, how 
do we match the classes? 
 
Example: 
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Your school has mixed year classes on your MIS (e.g. a "Swans" class containing both Year 1 
and Year 2 students) and a different class structure on MARK, with the class split out in to 
two (e.g. "1Swans" and "2Swans").  
 

1) Create a set of classes on MARK that replicate the structure of their MIS. As an 
example, you can create a new class called "Swans" and associate it with either year 
group. 

 
2) During the class matching process, create a one-to-one match between your new 

MARK classes and the classes from your MIS ("Swans" from MARK is now matched to 
"Swans" from your MIS). All students will then be correctly re-allocated to your new 
classes automatically.  
 

 

What happens to Leavers’ data? 
 
Leavers personal data is retained in Admin Hub and their assessment data is retained in the 
MARK database until they choose to delete the pupil. This can be done in the manage Pupils 
tab of Hodder Admin Hub. 
 

• If you select a pupil to delete, the data will be recoverable for a period of 6 months, 
after that it is gone for good 

• If you need deletions done immediately please contact customer support at: 
onlinesupport@rsassessment.com. 

 

What happens if I have promoted my school in my MIS? 
 
If you are already connected you will need to run through the panels in the Admin Hub once 
more to update to the new term details and ensure the product functions as expected. 

4. When the new academic year starts, you can continue to use MARK and data will be 
passed back to Assembly, but pupils will be in the wrong class and year group 

5. To fix this, go back the sync screens and go through each stage once more, being 
sure to import any new classes 

6. Once done, all previously synced pupils will be updated to the new class and year 
group. 

 
 
  

mailto:onlinesupport@rsassessment.com
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